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ABSTRACT 

Neuroautoimmune diseases are disorders that involve the body’s immune system attacking its 
own brain or neural tissues. Normally the brain is protected from the outside world by the blood-
brain barrier (BBB), which is composed of highly specialized brain endothelial cells. However, 
repetitive traumatic brain injury (TBI), such as occurs in football and other sports, can lead to 
repeated disruptions to the BBB. This opening of the door to the brain can lead to a dysfunctional 
exchange of molecules between the blood and the brain. A dysfunctional immune system can 
mistakenly identify neural antigens as invasive agents and produce autoreactive antibodies against 
BBB proteins such as S100-B and various neural tissue antigens. S100-B has been used in 
conjunction with CT scanning to successfully confirm concussions or brain injuries. The detection 
of S100-B antibodies actually goes further to indicate that the BBB has been damaged and 
autoimmunity has been activated against the brain cells, and can even be used to indicate degree 
of recovery and when to return to normal activity. These findings support the importance of 
measuring antibodies against S100-B and other neural autoantigens in the diagnosis and therapy of 
patients with TBI. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Autoimmune diseases affect about 7% of the world’s population. In these disorders, pathogenic 
TH1 cells, autoreactive TH17 cells, antibodies and associated molecules attack antigens of various 
tissues, including brain tissue. Brain-reactive antibodies are detected in about 3% of the general 
population but do not contribute to brain pathology unless they cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) 
[1].  

The BBB is composed of highly specialized brain endothelial cells which are fully differentiated 
to the neurovascular system. It is estimated that the human brain contains more than ten billion 
capillaries, which translates into one vessel for each neuron. The total length of the capillaries in the 
human brain is about 400 miles. In conjunction with microglia, astrocytic foot processes and 
pericytes, the BBB separates the neurons from various components of the circulating blood [2]. The 
endothelial tight junctions, together with astrocytic foot processes, prevent the passage of all soluble 
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molecules greater than 400 Da into the nervous system; consequently, during immune maturation B 
cells are not exposed to a variety of unique brain antigens expressed on neurons, oligodendrocytes, 
microglia and astrocytes. As a result, the immune system has no mechanism for regulatory T-cell 
development to establish tolerance for brain antigens [3]. However, various conditions such as stress, 
infection (in particular, bacterial endotoxins), toxic chemicals, drugs, some medication, and, more 
importantly, traumatic brain injury (TBI), directly or indirectly, through the activation of 
inflammatory signals, can disrupt the integrity of the BBB [4-12]. The breakdown of the BBB due to 
the disruption of tight junctions by various triggers results in the altered transport of molecules as well 
as pathogenic TH1 and TH17 cells between the blood and the brain, and to some degree from brain to 
blood.  

This molecular and cellular exchange between blood and brain can result in aberrant 
angiogenesis, vessel regression, brain hyperfusion, neuroinflammatory responses, neural cell damage, 
and the release of neural antigens into the blood [2]. Due to defects in immune tolerance or response 
against various neural antigens, these antigens will be transmitted by antigen-presenting cells, first to 
T cells and then to B cells, resulting in brain-specific antibodies, and autoreactive TH1 and TH17 cells. 
The entry of these pathogenic cells and antibodies into the brain tissue may result in progressive 
synaptic and neuronal dysfunction and loss in neuroautimmune and neurodegenerative disorders such 
as multiple sclerosis (MS), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease 
[1,13]. In some cases, it might be expected that brain antibodies that arise in diseases with clear 
antigenic triggers such as bacterial endotoxins or lipopolysaccharides (LPS), dietary antigens (gluten, 
milk proteins, excessive salt), and environmental toxins (heavy metals, polychlorinated biphenyls), 
disappear once the inciting triggers are no longer present [4-12,14,15]. Thus, eradication of the 
exogenous triggers may result in BBB repair, followed by termination of autoantibody production. 
However, in the case of brain concussion or repeated TBI, this may not be the case. 

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY, BLOOD-BRAIN BARRIER DISRUPTION, 
AND BRAIN ANTIBODIES 

TBI is a multifaceted pathology involving excitotoxicity, free radical formation, brain swelling, 
and the entry of locally produced molecules such as cytokines, chemokines, and other molecules that 
can disrupt the metabolism and contribute to neuroinflammation [16-18]. Understanding the diverse 
mechanisms involved in TBI is becoming increasingly important; it is estimated that 4 million people 
experience sports and recreation-related concussion annually in the United States [12,19,20]. 
Following TBI, in addition to a leaky BBB, a cascade of biochemical, immunological and excitotoxic 
events which are mediated by the innate and adaptive immune systems occurs in the central nervous 
system (CNS).  

These excitotoxic events begin with acute microglial activation followed by the release of 
massive amounts of glutamate and aspartate which over-stimulate the glutamate receptors. This results 
in the opening of calcium channels, the influx of calcium, neuronal toxicity and cell death [13,21]. 
Depending on the degree of injury, this excitotoxic reaction may improve within hours or days. But 
with repeated injuries and multiple concussions, the excitotoxic reaction could be followed by 
immunoexcitotoxicity and neuro-destructive process (Figure 1). 

Microglial cells or resident macrophages constitute about 15% of the total glial cell population 
within the brain. These cells are the major components of active immune defense in the CNS. 
Normally microglia are in a resting state, but upon exposure to environmental triggers, trauma or 
injury, disruption of the BBB, or disruption of brain homeostasis, the microglia can be activated and 
switch to a state of active immune defense. 
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Figure 1. Proposed mechanism for excitotoxicity from leaky BBB. Repeated head trauma and multiple 
disruptions of the BBB leads to the release of free radicals and immunoinflammatory factors, causing acute 
microglia activation, which contributes to immunoexcitotoxicity. 

To facilitate the healing process after an injury, the host body tries to remove the inciting agents 
and clear dead or dying cells by releasing immune factors, in particular chemokines and cytokines, 
reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, inflammatory prostaglandins, proteases, nitric oxide and trophic 
factors [21]. During this healing process, microglia secrete a number of neurotrophic factors and 
immunoregulatory or anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as nerve growth factors, brain-derived 
neurotrophic factors which contribute to the reduction of neurotoxic processes in the brain and the 
repair of the disrupted BBB. 

One of the major concerns after a first injury is the prevention of recurrent injuries before the 
brain is completely healed. This is because repetitive brain injury that occurs before the complete 
healing and repair of the neuroinflammatory response can accelerate and exacerbate chronic activation 
of the microglia, with serious consequences. Indeed, it has been shown that the primed microglia get 
fully activated and release significantly higher levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines and 
excitotoxins than the initial injury. In most cases the activated microglia will switch to a reparative 
mode, but in some cases this normal protective microglial response to the injury does not have the 
time to “turn off’ the switching mechanism. When the switching mechanism becomes locked in the 
“on” position, it can lead to prolonged and severe brain immunoexcitotoxicity, neurodegeneration, and 
possibly neuroautoimmunities [12, 22]. 

The process of neuroautoimmunity depends largely on the integrity of the BBB. A disrupted BBB 
leads to exposure to many environmental triggers. Due to the antigenic similarity of these triggers 
with neuronal cell antigens, brain-reactive antibodies are detected in healthy subjects who do not 
exhibit neurological symptomatologies. These autoantibodies contribute to a host of 
neuroimmunological disorders. For example, neuron-binding autoantibodies have been detected in the 
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sera of patients with obsessive-compulsive disorders, Sydenham’s chorea, pediatric autoimmune 
neuropsychiatric disorders associated with streptococcal infection, autism, multiple sclerosis, 
Guillain-Barré syndrome, Hashimoto’s encephalopathy, lupus, schizophrenia, chronic peripheral 
neuropathy, optic neuritis, vascular dementia, stiff person syndrome, celiac disease and Alzheimer’s 
disease [1].  

 

 

Figure 2. Autoreactive antibodies and intact BBB. In an intact BBB, autoantibodies are restricted to the lumen of 
the blood vessels, so that the antibodies are prevented from causing damage to brain tissue, regardless of how 
high the antibody level is. 

 

Figure 3. Autoreactive antibodies and disrupted BBB. With a disrupted BBB, autoantibodies gain access to the 
brain tissues. With only a few autoreactive antibodies, damage is minimal and the neurons and brain may 
recover. However, a high level of autoreactive antibodies can lead to extensive neuronal damage, neuronal cell 
death, and possibly neuroautoimmune disorders. 
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It seems that in these conditions a defective BBB allows these autoantibodies access to various 
targets on the surfaces of brain cells. These antibodies may therefore contribute to the initiation and/or 
progression of many neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative diseases that involve BBB 
compromise. A proposed model for the role of brain-reactive autoantibodies and BBB integrity 
disruption in the pathogenesis of neurological disease is shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

CONSEQUENCES OF REPEATED BBB DISRUPTION IN TRAUMATIC 
BRAIN INJURY 

The annual incidence of traumatic brain injuries is about one in 250 persons or 5% of total ER 
patients [23]. In the National Football League, the number of sub-concussive head hits has been 
estimated to be in the range of hundreds per season. Clinically, concussions can produce symptoms 
that are of short or long duration lasting from several minutes to several months. Severe post-
concussive symptoms have been reported to last several years in some athletes and have caused 
numerous athletes to retire from their sport. 

Although football-related concussions are becoming increasingly recognized, the mechanisms 
involved remain poorly understood. BBB disruption (BBBD) or increased permeability of the brain 
vasculature has been linked to a variety of neurological disorders including seizures, Alzheimer’s 
disease, stroke and TBI [11]. Circulating autoantibodies against CNS antigens become pathogenic to 
the brain when the BBB allows their access to the brain [24]. The consequences of BBBD could be 
deleterious when accompanied by autoimmune reactivity as in neuroautoimmune disorders. In these 
cases the loss of BBB integrity initiates humoral and cellular immune response in the CNS and 
unmasking of the CNS antigens, including BBB proteins and astrocytic antigens called S100-B, which 
triggers peripheral immune responses against these antigens. S100-B is a 21 kDa calcium-binding 
glial-specific protein mainly expressed by astrocytes on their endfeet. These endfeet, together with the 
tight junction proteins zonula occludens and ZO-1, form the BBB.  

The prevailing method of choice for detecting intracranial injury in patients with minor injury is 
computed tomography (CT) scan. Although the CT scan has high sensitivity in detecting intracranial 
injury in patients with brain injury, it is expensive, exposes patients to high doses of radiation, and 
reveals clinically relevant lesions in less than 10% of cases [23]. For this reason, the measurement of 
S100-B in blood was introduced as an indicator of minor as well as severe head injury [25,26]. This 
S100-B protein level in the blood was used as a screening tool for the early assessment of minor head 
injuries in more than 2,000 patients in Bordeaux, France, comparing CT scans with plasma S100-B 
levels [23]. With a cutoff of 0.12 microgram/L of S100-B, TBIs on CT scan were identified with a 
sensitivity of 99% and specificity of 20% [23]. It was concluded that plasma S100-B in patients with 
minor head injury is a promising screening tool that may be of help in the clinician’s decision not to 
perform CT imaging [23]. 

It is important to mention that the half-life of S100-B 21 kDa protein is about 4 hours, and 
therefore, in many players where S100-B was detected, antigen levels returned to pre-game values 
within 24 hours after the game [23]. This speedy elimination of 21 kDa from the blood may be related 
to immune response and the production of specific antibodies against S100-B. As opposed to the 
antigens, S100-B antibodies are much more stable in blood, with IgG having a half-life of 21 days. 
Therefore, the measurement of antibodies against S100-B is more useful than just measuring the 
levels of S100-B itself in TBI. 
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CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF AUTOANTIBODIES AGAINST S100-B 
AND OTHER NEURONAL ANTIGENS 

It is possible that repeated “opening” of the BBB can result in a delayed pathological response 
consisting of immune cell activation against a brain antigen. Activated immune cells mistakenly 
“recognize” self antigens as foreign invaders and mount an immune response against them. A very 
recent study examined both the levels of S100-B and specific antibodies against S100-B in football 
players with TBI [11], but other brain antigens, such as myelin basic protein (MBP), tau, and beta-
trace protein could also be attacked by the activated immune cells, resulting in neuroautoimmunity. 

Although antibodies are produced as a result of BBBD, the presence of neural autoantibodies in 
blood alone does not necessarily translate into an autoimmune or neurological disease. In fact, 
autoantibodies can be detected in individuals who do not present autoimmune symptoms [27]. 
However, autoantibodies may become pathogenic upon penetration into the CNS through either a 
BBBD or extravasation into cerebrospinal fluid from the sub-arachnoid space [24].  

As has been stated earlier, the presence or detection of autoantibodies is associated with many 
neurological and/or autoimmune diseases. Elevated antibody titers for S100-B and other brain proteins 
have been described in a variety of human diseases including Alzheimer’s disease [28-30]. 
Immunoglobulins in the brain have also been detected in epilepsy [31]. Recent reports have shown 
that in patients with senile dementia, one of the early markers of cognitive decline is the presence of 
antibodies directed against S100-B [28,29]. 

The presence of an autoimmune response that persists for an extended period following repetitive 
BBBDs in adulthood may cause neuronal cell death and an early cognitive decline [32]. To borrow the 
parlance of sports, it has been proposed that a number of molecular “players” “switch teams” in the 
event of a BBBD [33]. These molecular players in serum (albumin, magnesium ions, potassium ions, 
immunoglobulins) may enter the brain after a BBBD and disrupt the homeostasis of the CNS. On the 
other hand, brain proteins may activate an autoimmune response by antigen unmasking.  

This decline in cognitive function and the risk of developing neurodegenerative diseases have 
been found in football players with head injuries [30]. If repeated head trauma is causing BBBDs and 
leading to the presence of autoantibodies in the CNS, it should be no surprise that autoantibodies to 
S100-B can be found in football players after playing even a single season, during which a typical 
player may experience 1,000 head hits or more [34]. In the latest study involving 67 football players, 
the number of head hits and brain injuries were assessed by conducting CT scans and tests that 
measured balance, motor control and memory [11]. They collected blood from 57 players before and 
after football games and measured the level of S100-B protein in their blood. Serum S100-B was 
detected in players who experienced the greatest number of sub-concussive hits. Since S100-B is a 
large molecule (21 kDa), even trace amounts handled by cells involved in the immune system resulted 
in specific antibodies against S100-B. The fact that this protein found its way into the blood means 
that the blood-brain barrier or the biological door to the brain had been damaged, and the antibodies 
produced against S100-B had made their way into the brain, producing autoimmune response against 
the brain tissue. Indeed, this autoimmune response was even found in a subgroup of players that did 
not suffer from brain concussion [11]. 

Considering the fact that it is sometimes difficult to diagnose concussion, which occurs in about 
40% of football players, the detection of antibodies against S100-B indicates that not only is there an 
abnormal opening or a door to the brain, but that autoimmunity has been activated against the brain 
cells. Furthermore, elevated levels of autoantibodies against S100-B and other brain tissue antigens 
such as myelin basic protein, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein, tubulin, cerebellar and synapsin 
indicate repeated sub-concussive events characterized by BBBD. The presence or absence of these 
antibodies against S100-B and other brain tissue antigens can determine whether or not TBI or 
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concussion has occurred, and it can also indicate when it will be safe to return to normal activities. 
This process of neuroautoimmunity and neurodegeneration in repeated concussions or sub-
concussions is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Repetitive sports brain injuries and neurologic disorders. Repeated trauma caused to the brain in a short 
period of time, such as often occurs in many sports, can overwhelm the brain’s healing capacity, potentially 
leading to neuroautoimmunity and neurodegeneration. 

Serum levels of S100-B autoantibodies also predicted the persistence of white matter 
abnormalities detected by MRI, which in turn correlated with cognitive changes. The correlation of 
serum S100-B autoantibodies with white matter abnormalities support a link between repeated BBB 
disruption and future risk for cognitive changes. Even in the absence of concussion, the athletes may 
experience repeated BBB disruption and the surge of potential autoantigens in the blood. 

Additional autoantigens that were detected in the blood were microtubule-associated protein 
isoforms 5 and 7, neuromodulin 2, synapsin 1, beta-tubulin 3 and MBP.  

Finally, it should be noted that much attention is being paid to the big hits and concussions 
suffered by athletes, but there should be concern as well for sub-concussive hits that also appear to 
cause damage. 

These findings support the proposition that measurement of antibodies against S100-B and these 
other neural autoantigens is important for the diagnosis and therapy management of patients with TBI. 
The detection of these brain-reactive antibodies is part of the Neurological Autoimmune Reactivity 
Screen that is being offered by Cyrex Labs in Phoenix, AZ as its Array 7. 
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